
Submission to ACCC 
Subject: Removal of Agsafe Trading Sanctions 

I am currently an Agsafe Facilitator responsible for Agsafe member premises in North 
Queensland. I cover a region from Rockharnpton West to Longreach and North to 
Mareeba. I have been previously employed as a Research and Development Officer in 
Queensland Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries, a Teacher in Agriculture and 
Horticulture and as a Consultant in Pesticide Application Systems. I have also studied 
Pesticide Application in Denmark and England and have written a number of technical 
papers and training and cuniculum documents on the subject. 

The removal of Agsafe's ability to apply trading sanctions and the associated compulsory 
membership of Agricultural Chemical outlets would be a retrograde step for the 
following reasons: 

1. In reality, trading sanctions have the effect of ensuring that all owners and 
operators of retail premises comply with the Agsafe code of Conduct and codes of 
practice. This has ensured that only registered chemicals are applied to crops at 
recommended rates. If sanctions were removed as a compliance tool we would 
see a significant amount of off label recommendations being made by less 
professional operators who may not elect to be Agsafe members. The end result 
would be a significant increase in chemical residue levels in h i t  and vegetable 
crops. This would constitute a real public health and food safety risk. 

2. The argument that Government Authorities would fill this void is obtuse. In 
Queensland as far as I am aware, DPI and F have no Chemical Services officers 
active in the field. I have reported breaches to the Department but in the end 
Agsafe sanctions have been relied upon to either prevent the sale of unregistered 
chemicals or bring the operator in to line through the Agsafe Code. There are 
simply not enough Government Regulators active in the field to address these 
issues. Without the efforts of Agsafe the food safety system would be ineffective. 

3. Agsafe sanctions and the requirement that all Resellers have Agsafe accreditation 
have the effect of ensuring that a level playing exists for the industry. The 
removal of either would se an increase in untrained and non accredited operators, 
particularly in regional areas where Government regulators are scarce or non 
existent. Australia has excellent food residue systems in place. The fact is that 
Agsafe directly and indirectly ensures the proper operation of these regulations. 

I have contacted a number of resellers in my area. Enclosed are the names of one 
smaller and one larger independent to support this submission. The larger corporate 
stores require comment from head office as matter of policy. 
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I would ask the ACC to consider the bigger picture regarding sanctions and 
particularly the potential effect the decision would have on food safety in Australia. 

Yours sincerely 
Allan Blair 
QCA DipT Grad DipSysAg Churchill Fellow 


